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Provocative Energy Techniques (PET) 
 

The integration of Energy techniques with the style of Provocative Therapy  

 

“One does not become enlightened by imagining figures of light, but by making the darkness 

conscious.”  (C.G.Jung) 

 

The application and merit of this synergistic approach is based on the great effectiveness of each 

modality. We “stimulate” negative beliefs using humour and paradox (and energy tapping) and we have 

noticed big benefits for the client’s perception, particularly the relief from a subtle pressure to think in 

only one way (i.e. positive) about the world, and also a delightful irony in attitude—the very opposite of 

cynicism—which manifests as a healthy respect for personal faults and limitations. This leads toward self-

acceptance and wholeness. 

 

The fruitful effect of stimulating the negative is intense and constructive here because meridian 

stimulation settles the feelings around the problem—the paradoxical miracle of the Energy therapies. This 

kind of negative focusing consistently brings up hidden issues directly and gains “leverage” on personal 

problems if SET/EFT is used.  

 

While respecting and validating the client the client’s problem is treated very disrespectfully! 
 

Provocative Therapy 
 

This approach is based on a humourous and paradoxical communicative style, originated by Frank 

Farrelly and refined over 4 decades. Essentially, Provocative Therapy involves “humorously playing the 

devil’s advocate with the client, siding with the negative half of their ambivalence towards themselves 

(and towards change), seeking to show how they bind themselves in the situation, and doing all this in a 

way which promotes the client’s self-knowledge and capacity for change.” (Frank Farrelly).   

 

“Well, on the day I was born, God was sick”  (poet Cesar Vallejo) 

 

In PT the therapist seeks to “get into” the client’s phenomenological and experiential world, mirroring this 

back to the client, and (humorously and perceptively) exaggerating and extending the negative aspects.  In 

emphasising and exaggerating the “doom and gloom”, the reasons why “not to change”, and why change 

would be a bad thing, the Provocative Therapist is able to tap straight into the relevant affectively-laden 

material—on which the energy therapist needs to focus his/her intervention. 

 

PT uses the client’s own resistance to change in order to promote change - and to encourage the client to 

consider the positive aspects of changing.  By over-focusing on the gloom and doom, the provocative 

therapist provokes the client into considering the positive polarity of a problem, mustering assertiveness 

and self-acceptance. 

 

We find that as we engage clients in identifying beliefs and “blockers” that we can profitably exaggerate 

these excessively, often resulting in a smile of acknowledgement on the part of the client - they know that 

in their darker moments they are quite capable of thinking in these extreme ways. 

Provocative Style (Term coined by Dr. Eleonore Hoefner and Hans Ulrich Schachtner) 

The style is a communicative style, with meta-messages that imply the positive worth of, and respect for, 

the client, simultaneously with bizarre encouragement for their negative beliefs that hold them back. 
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The essence of Provocative “Style” is: 
 

1. The use of humour 

2. Intense rapport, compassion and empathy in the session 

3. Paradoxical intention and instruction, regarding the “problem” 

4. A willingness to work with the “dark side”, and polarities, of being human—concentrating on the 

“unthinkable, the unspeakable and the undoable”, for the client 
 

Simple Energy Techniques (SET) as used in PET are mainly derived from EFT. Our refinements include: 
 

1. Introducing Provocative style into the statements and “conversation”—the art of PET 

2. Tapping on energy meridian points without the use of formal set-ups as are used in EFT 

3. Using as much tapping and as many sequences as possible in the time—or ‘continual’ tapping 

4. A deep breath at the end of each sequence or when a shift in responding occurs 
 

The result of this integrative combination in therapy, for the client, is typically: 
 

1. Immediate engagement with the unwanted and unrecognized parts of the self 

2. Reality-testing and greater self-awareness 

3. Change as a result of a new emotional balance 

4. More self-acceptance 

5. A more lighthearted attitude 
 

The result for the therapist is being able to work freely with the real problem, while never becoming 

‘stuck’, and enjoying the session. There are gratifying and profound shifts in our beliefs about what kind 

and degree of change we think is possible. 
 

Provocative Energy Techniques (PET) 
 

PET requires of the therapist a sense of humour, and the willingness to “play” - particularly with client’s 

expectational sets and negative beliefs that are exaggerated and lampooned by the therapist.  The therapist 

works at multiple levels to promote change in an atmosphere of warmth, respect, humour and playfulness 

– the light-hearted elements in particular often conspicuously absent from traditional therapies, and even 

from some of the energy therapies, where seriousness is often equated with universal truth. 
 

In PET the therapist “gets into” the client’s world and starts exploring this out loud in the session, so the 

clients feel deeply understood—“someone knows how bad I am”.  The therapist’s willingness to “speak 

the unspeakable” goes a long way toward promoting this level of rapport. If using EFT, we have found it 

highly productive to include the client’s dysfunctional beliefs in the Set Up - usually in an exaggerated 

form. When these responses fit in with the client’s worst fears and unspoken assumptions, they produce a 

quality of empathy which is beautiful to experience.  The client feels deeply understood - yet off balance. 
 

During tapping, having the client repeat provocative statements (i.e. those that would provoke an 

emotional response) instead of the traditional “reminder phrase” can be highly productive—we check 

these responses and go further if necessary. After tapping, we can test the results by provoking the 

client’s problem again. 
 

In PET, encouraging the client to continue their negative output often leads very quickly and directly to 

emotionally-laden material for tapping on.  Fears, shame, guilt, negative beliefs about self may all be 

brought up and tapped on as a consequence of this process, leading to many productive shifts, and gains 

in self-acceptance. PET provides powerful techniques to minimise the anxiety that accompanies such 

change.  Therapy conducted in this manner can be enjoyable for both client and therapist even when 

addressing deep emotional issues – the humour, with the tapping, enable rapid information processing 

and provide healthy distance and perspective. 
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Provocative Therapy 
 

Goals:  
 

The Provocative Therapist attempts to create both positive and negative affective experiences in order to 

provoke the client to engage in five different types of behaviour: 

 

1.  To affirm self worth. 

2.  To assert themselves appropriately. 

3.  To defend themselves realistically and appropriately. 

4.  Psycho-social reality testing. 

5.  Communicating, with authenticity and immediacy, positive messages to others. 

 

Central Hypotheses: 
 

1.  Self-Concept: 
If provoked by the therapist (humorously, perceptively, and within the client’s own internal frame of 

reference), the client will tend to move in the opposite direction from the therapist’s definition of the 

client as a person. 

 

2.  Behaviour: 
If urged provocatively (humorously and perceptively) by the therapist to continue his or her self-

defeating, deviant behaviour, the client will tend to engage in self- and other-enhancing behaviours which 

more closely approximate the societal norm. 

 

Assumptions: 
 

1.  People change and grow in response to a challenge. 

2.  Clients can change if they choose. 

3.  The psychological fragility of clients has been vastly overrated, both by themselves and  others. 

4.  The client’s maladaptive, unproductive, antisocial attitudes and behaviours can be drastically altered 

whatever the degree of severity of chronicity. 

5.  Clients have far more potential for achieving adaptive, productive, and socialised modes of living than 

they and most clinicians assume. 

6.  Adult or current experiences are at least if not more significant that childhood or previous experiences 

in shaping client values, operational attitudes, and behaviours. 

7.  The client’s behaviour with the therapist is a relatively accurate reflection of his/her habitual pattern of 

social and interpersonal relationships. 

8.  People make sense; the human animal is exquisitely logical and understandable. 

9.  The judicious expression of “tough love” toward the client can markedly benefit him or her. 

10.  The more important messages between people are non-verbal.  It is not what is said, but how it is said 

that is crucial. 

 

(Summarised from:  Provocative Therapy by Frank Farrelly and Jeff Brandsma.) 

 

CAUTION: Caring is crucial and your heart must remain open at all times to do PT effectively. The 

therapist’s own internal question must be: “How would I say this to my very best friend?” If the client 

isn’t laughing at least some of the time it is probably NOT Provocative Therapy.  
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Paradox and Therapy 
 

Watzlawick, etal defined a paradox as “a contradiction that follows a correct deduction from consistent 

premises.” (1967, p.188). The most common paradox in human communication is the “be spontaneous” 

paradox. This is where someone demands a particular response (emotion, attitude or behaviour) then 

specifies that it will only be acceptable if it occurs spontaneously. This is an impossible task - Once we 

must do something on command, it is no longer spontaneous. 

 

Paradoxical Techniques in Therapy: 
In therapy, paradoxical techniques are those in which the therapist, in a spirit of seeking to help, seems to 

promote the continuation or even the worsening of problems rather than their removal. The aim in this 

case is to set up a therapeutic double-bind - One in which the client cannot fail, and is able to 

demonstrate control over his/her symptoms. 

 

The most well known and widely used technique is symptom prescription, where the client is instructed to 

continue their symptomatic behaviour, or even to increase them, as a way of ultimately solving the 

problem more quickly. Since the client must now do voluntarily what is claimed to be involuntary, they 

are posed with a dilemma. “The symptomatic behaviour is no longer spontaneous ... Something done 

‘because I can’t help it’ and the same behaviour engaged in ‘because my therapist told me to’ can’t be 

more different.”  (Watzlawick et al, 1967, p.237, in Cade and O’Hanlon, 1993, p.149) 

 

“The symptom is the cure.” 
 

Milton Erickson often presented clients with the paradoxical task of worsening the symptom, the rationale 

being that it demonstrates to the client his or her ability to change the symptomatology. If you can 

consciously make the problem worse, the implication is that you can also make it better 

 
The law of paradoxical change:  
To change something, increase it rather than trying to undo it.  If attention is already shrunken, shrink it 

more; amplify problematic emotional responses rather than trying to make them decrease. (Wolinsky, 

Trances People Live, 1991:  p. 44) 

 

State-dependent Learning: 
Rossi (1986) explained the effectiveness of symptom prescription in terms of his “state-dependent theory 

of hypnosis.” By asking the patient to experience and worsen the symptom, “we are presumably turning 

on right-hemispheric processes that have a readier access to the state-dependent coding of the problem.” 

This means that the therapist is thus working with the actual ingredients (psychobiological states) of the 

problem, rather than with its rarefied cognitive version.  (in Wolinsky, 1991, p. 43) 
 

Erickson stated:  “You must have the problem in your office in order to solve it.” 

 
Why Paradoxical Approaches Work: 
1. Creates a “therapeutic double bind” – one in which the client cannot fail in his/her efforts, because the 

alternatives are win/win. 
 

2. It creates a shift in the client’s perception of his/her symptoms. 
 

3.  To request that they continue what they’re already doing doesn’t compound the problem, whereas 

many other ‘solutions’ do.  
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Categorising Paradoxical Interventions: 
 

Rohrbaugh et al (1977, 1981) distinguished two main types of paradoxical interventions: 

 

A Compliance-Based Paradox is one given where the expectation is that the client/family will 

attempt to co-operate and will find this impossible, or will experience compliance as an aversive ordeal.  

For example, a depressed client may be told to be as depressed as possible for the first hour in the 

morning after he wakes up.  He finds that when he does this, he is not able to bring on these symptoms, 

thus achieving relief. 
 

A Defiance-Based Paradox is a prescription given where the client/family is expected to defy the 

request, either overtly or covertly, thus leading to a reduction in symptomatic behaviours.  For example, 

Bandler and Grinder had a therapy group client whose symptom was that she could not say “no”.  She was 

given the instruction to say “no” to everyone present in the group.  She responded “No!  It’s impossible 

for me to say ‘no’ to people.  You can’t expect me to say ‘no’ just because you asked me to.” (in 

Watzlawick, 1978, p.104-105)  By resisting this directive, a therapeutic double-bind, the client was indeed 

demonstrating that she could deny something without any dire consequences. 
 

Range of Paradoxical Interventions 
 

Reframing: 
 

Reframing involves a shift in the meaning of the problem – Typically, this involves placing a positive 

interpretation on behaviour or attitudes which would usually be viewed as negative.  
 

There are two main types of reframing: Meaning reframes and context reframes: 
 

“Every behaviour will be useful somewhere; identifying where is context reframing.  And no behaviour 

means anything in and of itself, so you can make it mean anything; that’s meaning reframing.  Doing it is 

simply a matter of your ability to describe how that is the case.” - Bandler and Grinder 
    

What makes reframing so powerful is that, once you have a different way of seeing something, you 

cannot return to one’s former view of reality (as in figure-ground reversal). 
 

Relabelling/Redefining:  Giving a different label or tag to something, which leads to a different 

meaning, and therefore different behaviour. 
 

Symptom Prescription: 
 

The client is directed to perform the problem behaviour deliberately, and in some cases to exaggerate this, 

often with one or more aspects of it changed slightly. For example, a client who worries incessantly may 

be told to worry, but at specific places or times, a child who has temper tantrums may be encouraged to 

have these, but only in the “tantrum room”. 
 

Paradoxical Intention was a strategy first defined by Victor Frankl as: “A procedure in whose 

framework patients are encouraged to do, or wish for, the very things they fear - albeit with tongue in 

cheek. In fact, an integral element of paradoxical intention is the deliberate evocation of humour.” 
 

Restraining: 
 

These techniques are particularly effective with resistant clients.  In order to maintain their own 

perception of freedom, such clients will tend to resist therapist directives and thereby change the problem 

behaviour. 
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Inhibiting Change:   
Encouraging the client to change slowly, perhaps slower than s/he wishes. May also involve speculating 

about the negative consequences of change or urging clients to consider carefully the benefits of 

remaining just as they are. Paradoxically, this can reduce the anxiety about change and increase the 

client’s desire to get things moving.  
 

Prohibiting Change:   
Forbidding the client to change. In extreme cases, may involve pronouncing the situation as “hopeless”, 

that change is “impossible”, and that the client should give up attempting to solve it. In using this 

technique, it is important to attribute the failure to the therapist, not to the client.   
 

Predicting or Prescribing a Relapse:   
Involves anticipating that relapses may occur, and framing these as an expected part of the change 

process. With more “defiant” clients, the therapist may predict a relapse so that the client will want to 

prove the therapist wrong. Sometimes may involve “enforcing” a relapse by the therapist “directing” the 

client to engage in the old behaviour. This acts as confirmation of change and reinforces motivation. 
 

Positioning: 
 

Here the therapist agrees with, and even exaggerates, the client’s negative position and symptoms, in 

order to encourage the client to shift from this position by provoking a polarity response (eg. “I’m not that 

bad!”). The therapist may attempt to “become like another self for the client”, and mirror him/her in an 

exaggerated fashion - Taking the client’s position and lampooning it, so that she/he can see it’s absurdity. 
 

Utilisation: 
 

This approach was pioneered by Milton H. Erickson. Rather than being a set of specific techniques, it 

entails a particular way of looking at client problem behaviour and using that in the service of therapeutic 

change. It involves accepting whatever clients bring to therapy - using their existing motivations, beliefs, 

and behaviour to lead to change. Every response of clients can be utilised in some way to lead them nearer 

to their goal. 
 

Basic approach:  Have them do what they are already doing, but do it in a direction.  At various times, 

Erickson stressed the utilisation of: a) The client’s language; b) The client’s interests and motivations; c) 

The client’s beliefs and frames of reference; d) The client’s behaviour; e) The client’s symptoms, and; f) 

The client’s resistance. 
 

Once the therapist gets the client to alter one aspect of the symptom, s/he may be able to alter other 

aspects of the symptom. Change in one aspect of the symptom can lead to more changes that ultimately 

result in resolution of the presenting problem. 
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